[Major] 7th Chord Voicings

Do diatonic chords in Major, Natural Minor, Harmonic Minor, Melodic Minor in various keys
Also add/9 Voicings

Root in the Bass

AΔ7 etc....

String number of top note:

numerous fingerings
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3rd in the Bass

You can soften the dissonance by breaking it up.

5th in the Bass

The $7_2$, $m7_2$, $\varnothing7_2$, and $^07_2$ are used much more than the $\Delta7_2$, $\Delta7+2$, and $m\Delta7_2$.

7th in the Bass
Root in the Bass

7th Chord Voicings - Do diatonic chords in major, natural minor, harmonic minor & melodic minor in various keys.

7th in the Bass

3rd in the Bass

You can soften the dissonance by breaking it up.